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Compact open subrings of a simple algebra over a p-field, i.e., a locally compact, 
non-discrete, non-connected field, are called orders. In analogy to the concept of 
local compactness we shall call a topological ring A locally pro-Artinian, if it 
contains an open (left-) pro-Artinian subring. Such an open pro-Artinian subring we 
shall call an order of A, provided A has no open left ideals. It should be recalled from 
[2, (5. l)] that a topological ring A without open left ideals containing an open subring 
R is completely determined by R. In fact A = Q&R) = Q,(R), the ring of quotients 
with respect to the filter 9 of open left ideals of R. Furthermore 9 is a perfect 
topology in the sense of [13] and R is P-torsion-free. Q,(R) denotes the topological 
ring of quotients discussed in [2]. 
Theorem 1 of the paper gives a complete description of orders in a commutative, 
locally pro-Artinian ring without open ideals. Theorem 2 extends these results to a 
special class of left-pro-Artinian rings. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a commutative, pro-Artinian ring. Then R is an order in a locally 
pro-Artinian (and semi-primitive) ring without open ideals iff R = n {Ri : i E I} and 
each Ri is a complete, local, Noetherian, F-torsion-free (and semi-prime) ring with 
Cull-dimension 1. 
In this case A sfl {Q*(Ri), Ri; i E I} the local product of the rings Q*(Ri) 
with respect to the open sub-rings Ri. Each Q,(R,) is Artinian (a finite product 
of fields). 
As a special case we get: 
Corollary 1. R is an order in a commutative, locally pro-Artinian ring A without open 
ideals which contains a maximal order iff all but finitely many of the rings Ri, i E Iare 
complete, discrete rank 1 valuation rings. In particular R has to be semi-prime. 
For locally compact rings part of Theorem 1 has been obtained by different 
methods in [7]. 
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Theorem 2. Let (R, 9) be a left pro-Artinian, 2%torsion-free ring, suppose each 
indecomposable factor Ri of R G jj {Ri: i E I} is finitely generated as a module over its 
center, then the center Z of R is pro-Artinian w.r.t. the induced topology @. If 
furthermore (Z, @) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, i.e. @is perfect, then R is an 
order in a locally pro-Artinian ring A. In this case A zn {Q*(Ri), Ri; i E I} the local 
product of the rings Q*(Ri) w.r.t. the open subrings Ri. Each Q*(Ri) is Artinian. A is 
semi-primitive ifi R is semi-prime. 
We only consider Hausdorff topological rings. By an isomorphism between 
topological rings we always mean a topological isomorphism. We denote by 9, 4 
etc., the filter of open left ideals of a topological ring and by X the class of linearly 
topologized topological rings which can be embedded as an open subring into a 
topological ring without open left ideals. For an R-module RM we denote by tsc(M) 
its 9-torsion radical. For further definitions see [6] or [13]. 
Any linearly compact and in particular any pro-Artinian ring R is isomorphic as a 
topological ring ton {Ri: i E I} of closed indecomposable ideals [3, (26), p. 1881. For 
the topological ring of quotients Q,(R) studied in [2] one has 
the local product of the rings Q,(Ri) with respect to the open subrings Ri [2, (6. l)]. It 
is clear from this, that Q,(fl {Ri: i E I}) has no open left ideals (contains a maximal 
order, is semi-primitive) iff each Q,(R,) has no open left ideals (has a maximal order, 
is semi-primitive). If Q,(R) has no open left ideals, then Q,(R) coincides with the 
ring of quotients Q,(R) with respect to the filter of open left ideals of R. 
By the above remarks it suffices to restrict our attention to indecomposable 
pro-Artinian rings in order to prove the theorems. 
(1) Let (27, S) be a commutative, local, pro-Artinian ring and suppose R E X, then the 
radical topology on R coincides with the given one and R is Noetherian. 
Proof. As R is local and linearly topologized the Jacobson radical J(R) is open. As 
9 is a torsion-topology J(R)’ are open. As R is pro-Artinian, np”=r J(R)’ = {0}, [ll, 
(14), p. 2561. Hence the filter {J(R)‘}i,ra, converges to {0}, i.e., 9 coincides with the 
radical topology. To show R is Noetherian it suffices to show J(R) is a finitely 
generated R-module [12, (31.7)]. Now Q,(R)J(R)= Q,(R), i.e., there exist 
Xl,. . f , x, E Q,(R) and al,. . . , a,EJ(R)suchthatl=~{xiai:l~i~~}.IfListhe 
ideal generated by the ai, 1 s i =S n, then L is open in R and R/L is Artinian, hence 
Noetherian and J(R)/L 4 R/L is f.g. R-module. Thus J(R) is a f.g. R-module. 
(2) Let (R, .F) be a commutative Noetherian ring and suppose R E X, then no prime 
ideal of R belonging to (0) is open. 
Proof. Let {O}=Qln...~Q,nQ,+117.. . n Q,, be a primary decomposition of 
(0) and suppose Qr, . . . , Q, E 9 but Q,,,+i, . . . , Q, @ F, then the S-torsion radical 
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b(R) = CL1 f-J. * . n Q,. As R is % torsion-free it follows no prime ideal belonging 
to {0} can be open. 
(3) Let (R, 9) be a local pro-Artinian domain and suppose R E Yl, then Q,(R) = 
Quot(R) and the Cull-dimension of R is 1. 
Proof. R +Q*(R) =: A+Quot(R) =: K. Let R’ be the integral closure of R in A, 
then R’ is a f.g. R-module [12, Theorem 32.1, p. 1121. Hence R’ is pro-Artinian. 
Therefore we may assume R is integrally closed in A. Let M = J(R) and M-’ := {x E 
K: xM E R}, then Mm’M = M or Mm’M = R. If M -‘M = R, then R is a principal 
ideal domain and the assertions are obvious. Thus we only have to show M-‘M = M 
is not possible. As M” is open in R, AM” = A for all n E N. Hence, whenever x E K 
such that xM” EM”, then x EA. As M is a noetherian R-module and as R is 
integrally closed in A, it follows from XM G M that x E R, i.e., M-’ = R. By induction 
one shows (M”)-’ =R. Now let XEA, then Rx-‘:={~ER:~xER} is open in R. 
Thus there exists n EN such that M”c Rx-‘, so x E (M”))‘= R, and A = R, a 
contradiction. 
(4) LetR be a local, pro-Artinian ring. Suppose R E YCand PI, . . . , P,, are the minimal 
prime ideals of R. Then R has Krull-dimension 1, Q,(R) = Q,,(R) and Q,(R) is 
Artinian. Furthermore J(Q,(R)) = Q*(R) . rad R and 
Q,(R)IJ(Q,(R)) = Q,(Rlrad R) =ll {Q,(R/P,): 11 i 5 n} 
sn {Quot(R/Pi): 1~ i 5 n}. 
Proof. If R E Y& then Q,(R)P, n R = Pi as P,& 9 [6, (17.5)]. Hence R/P, E Yl with 
respect to the quotient topology. By (3) it follows Q,(R/P,) = Quot(R/P;) and R/P, 
has Krull-dimension 1. Hence R has Krull-dimension 1, and an ideal L+R is open 
iff L contains a non-zero divisor. From this it follows Q,(R) = Q&R) and Q,(R) is 
Artinian. In order to finish the proof we just have to show: if R is semi-prime, then 
Q,(R) zfl Q*(R/Pi)En Quot(R/P,). For this it suffices to show that the 
canonical image of the semi-prime ring R in fl {R/Pi: i = 1,. . . , n} is open. For 
this consider PF:= n{P,: j # i}, then P;* Z {0} and we have after an obvious 
identification (0) #P’ G R n R/P;. Hence R +n {R/Pi: i = 1, . . . , n} is open and 
the remaining assertions follow. 
This finishes the proof of one direction of Theorem 1. The next item will show that 
the converse is true, too. 
(5) Let R be a commutative, complete, local Noetherian ring with Krull-dimension 1 
which is torsion-free with respect to its radical topology, then R E YL, 9 is perfect and 
Q,(R) = Quot(R) is Artinian. 
Proof. As R is g-torsion-free, the maximal ideal of R does not belong to (0) and an 
ideal L(-+R is open iff L contains a non zero divisor. Hence Q&R) = Q,(R) = 
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Quot(R). Of course Q,(R) contains no open ideal and having Krull-dimension 0 it is 
certainly Artinian. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let R’ be a maximal order in A. Then A = 
fl {Q,(R :), RI : i E I} and it is clear that all RI have to be maximal in Q,(R i). As R is 
open in A it follows that a decomposition of R into local rings can only differ from the 
decomposition of R’ at finitely many places. Hence it suffices to show: if R is a 
complete, local, Noetherian ring with Krull-dimension 1 and if R is a maximal order 
in Q&R), then R is a discrete rank 1 valuation ring. Let PI, . . . , P, be the prime 
ideals belonging to {0}, then no Pi can be embedded as R has Krull-dimension 1 and 
R is torsion-free. If {0}= Q1 n * . * n Q, is a primary decomposition and Qf = 
n {Qj: i # j}, then we get after an obvious identification (0) f Q? c R n R/Qi and 
QF is open in R/Qi. But this means R is an open sub-ring of n {R/Q;: i = 1, . . . , n}, 
Hence n{R/Qi:i=l,..., n)c_ Q,(R) and the maximality of R implies R = 
n R/Qi. Therefore R contains only one minimal prime-ideal P. Let r E P and x a 
non-zero divisor of R but not a unit of R. Then R[r/x”] is a pro-Artinian ring 
containing R. By the maximality of R we infer R = R[r/x”] for all II E N but this 
means r = 0. For suppose r/x” E R for all n E f$ then r E n (Rx)” = (0). This proves 
the corollary. 
To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. Let (R, m be a pro-Artinian indecomposable ring which is f.g. as 
module over its center Z. Suppose that the topology 4 induced by Son Z is perfect and 
t%(R) = t&R). Then Sisperfect and Q,(R)= ROz Q&Z) where Q&R) is topolo- 
gized by declaring R/t(R) 0 1 to be an open subringof Q&R). Q&R) is Artinian and 
Q&R) is semi-primitive iff R/t(R) is semi-prime. 
The proof of this proposition is straight forward from the following observations 
and Theorem 1. 
(6) Let (R, .W be a linearly topologized topological ring, which is f.g. as module over its 
center Z, then 9 has a basis of ideals and: 
(a) Z is pro-Artinian with respect to the induced topology 4 iff (R, 9) is pro- 
Artinian. 
(b) If (R, 9) is pro-Artinian, then the topology Sof R is induced from the topology 4 
on Z, i.e., a left ideal L of R is in 9 iff L contains an ideal Ri with i E 2% 
(c) t&R) n Z = t&(Z). 
Proof. If R = 1 {Zri: 1 I i 5 n} and L E 9 a left ideal, then I := {x E R : rixr, E L, 1’~ 
i, j 5 n} = {x E R : RxR c L} is an open ideal of R contained in L. 
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(a) If. (2, & is pro-Artinian, then certainly R is pro-Artinian as a left- (right) 
R-module. Now suppose (R, 9) is pro-Artinian and let I E F be an ideal, then R/I is 
f.g. over Z/(2 n1) and R/I is Artinian. Hence Z/(2 n I) is Artinian by [51. 
Therefore 2 = lim{Z/(Z n I): I open ideal of R} is pro-Artinian. 
(b) Let L E 9 be an open left ideal of R, then Z n L =: LE @, R~s L and 
i = Ri n Z. By hypothesis R/Ri is f.g. over Z/i. Thus R/RL is Artinian. Now we 
consider R with respect to the topology 9’ which has as a basis the ideals {Ri: L’ E 
@. Then (R, 9’) is complete, as Ri = 1 {i .Z . r;: 1~ i 5 n} = c L”ri is closed with 
respect to 9 [l, Corollary 2, p. 461. Hence (R, 9’) =i${R/Ri: LE 29 is pro- 
Artinian and there is a natural continuous map onto (R, 9) =@{R/L: L E S}. 
But this implies that (R, 9’) and (R, m are homeomorphic [ll, 4, p. 2461, i.e., 
the topologies F and 5 coincide. 
(c) Clearly t&R) nZ E t&Z). If, however, x E t.-i(Z), then x E t&R)nZ by (b). 
Remark. The main theorem of [8, (6.1), p. 3971 shows that maximal orders in a 
locally compact ring without open one-sided ideals are examples of the class of rings 
considered in Theorem 2. More general any order in a locally compact ring without 
open one-sided ideals containing a maximal order is of this type [4]. The following 
example shows, however, that if we replace in [8, (6.1)] compact by left- and 
right-pro-Artinian with bounded topology, then the topology 9 of R is no longer 
generated by the induced topology @of the center in general. Let K be a field and u a 
non-trivial automorphism of K with infinite order. Then let R = {Ci=_o kit’ 1 ki E K} be 
the set of formal power series in the indeterminate t. Equality and addition of such 
series is defined as usual. Multiplication is based on the rule tk = c(k)t. 
In spite of this the proof of [8, (6.1), p. 3711, e.g., can be adjusted to give the 
following more general theorem: 
Theorem 3. Let R be a left- and right-pro-Artinian ring with a bounded topology. 
Then R is a maximal order in a locally pro-Artinian topological ring A without 
one-sided ideals iff R = n {M”, (Di): i E I} and each Di is a complete, discrete rank 1 
valuation ring. In this case A z n{Mn, (K,), A4,,, (Di); i E I} where K, = Quot(Di). 
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